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ABSTRACT
An advanced mathematical model of flow and heat transfer in an oscillating heat pipe (OHP) is proposed. The capillary
and gravitational forces are included in the momentum equation of the liquid slug. Detailed numerical simulation is
carried out to investigate the surface tension and gravity effects on the oscillatory flow and heat transfer in an OHPs with
different inner diameters and orientations. The results show that gravity effect hinders the performance of top heat mode
OHP while aids the operation of bottom heat mode OHP. Comparisons between the cases with surface tension and
without surface tension indicate that the effects of surface tension on the performance of OHP is negligible even for small
inner diameter. The effect of inclination angle on the performance of OHP is investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increased demanding on high performance required
by the IT industry has raised thermal design challenges
due to both increased heat dissipation from the CPU and
higher heat density. Local hot spot heat fluxes within the
CPU are exceeding 100W/cm2 causing the CPU
temperature rise, malfunction and failure of CPU without
a very effective heat transfer device. While conventional
heat sinks or spreaders become severely inadequate at
these high levels of heat fluxes, Oscillating (or Pulsating)
Heat Pipe (OHP or PHP) shows promise to meet the next
generation CPU thermal requirements with a low profile
heat sink. The OHP is a new type of two-phase heat
transfer devices, invented and patented in 1990’s by
Akachi (1994). Due to its potential heat transport
capability, fast thermal response, simple structure and low
cost of construction, the OHP will play a key role in the
electronics cooling.
In the last decade, extensive experimental and theoretical
works have been conducted to understand the mechanism
of the OHP. Dobson and Harms (1999) developed a
simple mathematical model to study the behavior of an
OHP with an open-end. They simply assumed the heat
transfer coefficients between heated pipe wall and the
vapor and neglected the effect of surface tension and heat

transfer between the liquid and its surroundings. Hosoda et
al. (1999) investigated the formation of vapor plugs in a
meandering closed loop heat transport device (MCL-HTD)
with a simplified numerical model neglecting liquid film
between the tube wall and the vapor plug and the effect of
surface tension. Wong et al. (1999) presented a theoretical
model of OHP operation based on the Lagrangian approach
of slug flow in a serpentine tube. Zhang and Faghri (2002)
analyzed thin film evaporation and condensation in the
evaporator and condenser sections of an OHP with an open
end. The results showed that the heat transfer in an OHP is
mainly due to the exchange of sensible heat and phasechange heat transfer is the driving force of the oscillation.
Liang and Ma (2004) presented a mathematical model
describing the oscillation characteristics of slug flow in a
capillary tube. It was demonstrated that the internal
diameter, vapor plug size, and unit cell numbers determine
the oscillation and capillary force, gravitational force, initial
pressure distribution of the working fluid significantly
affect the frequency and amplitude of oscillating motion in
the capillary tube. Kiseev and Zolkin (1999) experimentally
investigated the effects of acceleration and vibration on the
performance of the unlooped OHP and the results indicated
that the OHP operates successfully by various acceleration
effects. By increasing the acceleration from -6g to +12g the
evaporator temperature was increased by 30%. Recently,
the authors extended the modeling capability by including

the effects of initial temperature, axial variation of surface
temperature, and pressure drop at the bend (Shao and
Zhang, 2009). It was demonstrated that the initial
temperature has a very profound effect in oscillating
motion and heat transfer performance.
The objective of this work is to study the effect of gravity
and capillary force on the performance of an oscillating
heat pipe.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL
Figure 1 shows the physical model of a U-shaped
minichannel with its two ends sealed. It is considered as
the building block of an OHP. The length of each
evaporator section, which is located at the two ends of the
pipe, is Le and evaporator temperature is maintained at Te.
The condenser section is located between two evaporation
sections with a length of Lc. The temperature of the
condenser section is maintained at Tc. The length of the
liquid slug is Lp, which depends on the filling ratio. The
displacement of the liquid slug is represneted by xp. When
the liquid slug is exactly in the middle of the U-shaped
miniature channel, xp is zero. When the liquid slug shifts
to the right side, xp is positive; when it moves to the left
side xp is negative. Once the oscillation starts, the contact
angles at both ends of the liquid slug will be different,
depends on the direction of liquid slug flow.

If the initial value of displacement xp0 is positive (see Fig.
1(a)), the pressure of left vapor slug decreases
condensation. Meanwhile, the right vapor plug increases
due to evaporation of liquid film left behind by the liquid
slug. The pressure difference between the two vapor plugs,
in turn, causes the liquid slug moving to the left direction.
After the displacement change its sign from positive to
negative, the pressure difference will also change its sign to
cause the liquid slug to move from left to right. The
oscillation of the liquid slug can be sustained by alternative
evaporation and condensation in the two vapor plugs. The
following assumptions are made in order to model heat
transfer and fluid flow in the heat pipe:
(1) The liquid is incompressible and the vapor is
saturated and behaves as an ideal gas.
(2) Evaporative and condensation heat transfer
coefficients are assumed to be constants
(3) Shear stress at the liquid-vapor interface is
negligible.
(4) Heat conduction in the liquid slug is assumed to be
one-dimensional in the axial direction and
exchange of heat between the liquid and wall is
considered by a convective heat transfer coefficient.
(5) The U-shaped minichannel is assumed to be a
straight pipe and the effect of pressure loss in bend
is considered using an empirical correlation.
2.1 Governing Equations for Oscillatory Flow
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The momentum equation for the liquid slug is:
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where the liquid pressures are related to the vapor pressures
by Laplace-Young equation:
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The pressure difference between the two ends of the liquid
slug becomes:

pl ,1 − pl ,2 = ( pv1 − pv 2 ) −

2
(σ 1 cosθ1 − σ 2 cosθ 2 ) (4)
r

where the surface tension is function of temperature. For
water, the surface tension can be expressed as:

σ i = [75.83 − 0.1477 × (Tv ,i − 273.15)] × 10−3 N / m

θ1 = θ min ,θ 2 = θ max where θ min and θ max are minimum
and maximum contact angle. When the liquid slug
velocity is negative ( vp < 0 ), the contact angle becomes

θ1 = θ max ,θ 2 = θ min . The pressure loss at the bend can be
found from Rohsenow et al (1985):
⎧
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K
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ρ
⎪
l
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where K is the pressure loss coefficient. The effect of
gravity on the motion of the liquid slug has been included
in the momentum equation. Depends on the orientation of
the OHP, the gravity may either assist or drag the
oscillatory flow. The shear stress is obtained from
τ p = cl ρ vp2 / 2 , where cl is the friction coefficient that
depends on the Reynolds number of liquid slug.
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The vapor plugs behave as an ideal gas, i.e.,
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The initial condition of the U-shaped minichannel in this
study is chosen to be identical to the reference state of this
system, i.e.,
x p = x p 0, t = 0

(15)

pv1 = pv 2 = p0 , t = 0
Tv1 = Tv 2 = T0 , t = 0

(16)
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2.2 Latent and Sensible Heat Transfer

The energy equations of the two vapor plugs are:

π

mv1 =

(5)

The contact angles at two ends depend on the direction of
liquid slug movement. When the liquid slug velocity is
the contact angles are
positive ( vp > 0 ),
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Combining the above equations, the masses and
temperatures of two vapor plugs are obtained as
following:

The evaporation and condensation heat transfer in the left
and right vapor plugs is related to the mass flux due to
evaporation and condensation:
 evp ,v1hlv
Qin , v1 = m

(20)
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 evp ,v 2 hlv
Qin ,v 2 = m

(21)
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Since the liquid slug is assumed to be incompressible, the
entire liquid slug oscillates at the same velocity vp. The
temperature distribution in the liquid slug can be obtained
by solving the energy equation for a liquid slug in a
coordinate system that is moving with the liquid slug:
1 ∂Tl ∂ 2Tl hlsenπ d
=
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(24)

where the thermophysical properties of the liquid slug is
based on the mean temperature of the liquid slug.
Equation (24) is subject to the following initial and
boundary conditions
T = T0 , t = 0, 0 < xl < L p

(25)

T = Tv1 , xl = 0
T = Tv 2 , xl = L p

(26)
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The wall temperature of the tube can be either Te or Tc ,
depending on the displacement of the liquid slug, i.e.,
When x p > 0,
⎧ Tc , 0 < xl < L p − x p
Tw = ⎨
⎩Te , L p − x p < xl < L p
When x p < 0,

(28)

In the transition and turbulent regions, the following
empirical correlations are used (Gnielinski, 1975):
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where the sensible heat transfer coefficient can be obtained
from h = Nukl / d

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

problem is considered to be thermally developing HagenPoiseuille flow problem. With the effect of axial step
variation of surface temperature considered, the Nusselt
number is obtained using method of superposition
Rohsenow et al. (1985). In contrast to the existing models
in the literature that assumed constant Nusselt number,
variation of Nusselt number along the length of the liquid
slug is taken into consideration.
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Since the Reynolds number of the liquid slug varies in a
wide range that covers laminar, transition and turbulent
flow, the heat transfer coefficient h of the liquid slug
varies
periodically.
For
laminar
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The sensible heat transfer into and out from the liquid slug
can be obtained by integrating the heat transfer over the
length of the liquid slug (Kays et al., 2005).
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The sensible heat transfer into and out from the liquid slug
can be obtained by integrating the heat transfer over the
length of the liquid slug, i.e.
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, Re > 10000 (31)

The governing equations in the above physical model can
be solved numerically. An explicit finite difference scheme
is employed to solve the governing equations of the liquid
slug and vapor plug. An implicit scheme with uniform grid
Patankar (1980) is employed to solve transient heat transfer
in the liquid slug. The total number of grids chosen for the
liquid slug is 300 and doubling the number of grids does
not change the results. The results of each time-step can be
obtained by following the numerical procedure outlined
below:
1) Assume the temperatures of the two vapor plugs
Tv1 and Tv 2 , and calculate thermal and physical
properties of liquid according to Tl
2) Solve for vapor pressures, pv1 and pv 2 , from eqs.
(9)and(10).
3) Solve for x p from eqs. (1) and(6).
4) Obtain the new masses of the two vapor plugs mv1
and mv 2 , by accounting for the change of vapor
masses from eqs. (11)and(12).
5) Calculate the pressure of the two vapor plugs, pv1
and pv 2 , from eqs. (9) and(10).
6) Solve for Tv1 and Tv 2 from eqs. (13) and (14).
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 2(a) shows the comparison of liquid slug
displacements for the cases with and without surface
tension with β = 90° and d=0.001 mm. As can be seen,
there is no apparent difference between the displacements
for the cases with and without surface tension since the
capillary force is relatively small compared with the vapor
pressure difference. Figure 2(b) shows the comparison of
left vapor plug temperatures for the cases with and without
surface tension. Similar to the trend on liquid slug
displacement, there is no effect from surface tension. The
comparison of the pressure variations of the left vapor
plug for the cases with and without surface tension is
shown in Fig. 2 (c). Once again, the vapor plug pressures
exhibited the similar trend as the vapor plug temperatures.
Therefore, one can conclude that capillary force has little
effect on the oscillatory flow and heat transfer of an OHP.
Although the capillary force is the necessary for the
formation of liquid slug, the performance of the OHP is
not affected by the surface tension. The effect of capillary
force on the heat transfer was also computed and no
noticeable effect was observed.
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0.02

After the time-step independent test, it was found that the
time-step independent solution of the problem can be
obtained when time-step is Δt = 1 × 10−4 , which is used in
all numerical simulations.

The parameters of the miniature channel are: Le = 0.1 m,
Lc = 0.2 m, Lp = 0.2, d = 0.001m, Te = 123.4 °C, Tc =20
°C. The initial pressures of the vapor plugs are pv0
=31164.64 Pa and the initial temperature of the vapor plug
is Tv0 = 70 °C. The heat transfer coefficient at the heating
and cooling sections are is he = hc = 200 W/m2-K. The
maximum and minimum contact angels, θmax and θmin,
between water and cupper wall are 85° and 33°,
respectively.
Unless stated otherwise, the above
conditions remain the same for each case.
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7) Compare Tv1 and Tv 2 obtained in Step 6 with
assumed values in step 1. If the differences meet
the small tolerance, then go to the step 8;
otherwise, the above procedure is repeated until a
converged solution is obtained.
8) Obtain heat transfer coefficient through eqs. (30)
to (31).
9) Solve for liquid temperature distribution from eq.
(24) and calculate Qs .
10) Use eqs. (20) and (23) to calculate Qlatent
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Figure 2 Comparison of with surface tension and
without surface tension at β=90°
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Figure 3(a) shows the comparison of the displacement of
liquid slug for five potential orientations (see Fig. 1(b)):
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Fig. 4 (a) shows the comparison of sensible heat transfer
transferred into the liquid for five orientations. There is a
delay of the phase and a slight increase of the of sensible
heat transfer in and out of the liquid as β increases. Due to
enhanced oscillatory motion of the liquid slug, the average
sensible heat transfer rate is increased from 10.95W with
β=0° to 11.64W with β=180° – a 6.3% increase. The
comparison of latent heat transfer for five different
orientations is shown in Fig. 4(b). It is seen that the delay
of the phase of the oscillation also results the delay of the
phase of evaporation heat transfer but the amplitude of
evaporation heat transfer does not increase much. Due to
gravity effect, the average evaporation heat transfer
increases from 0.49W to 0.50W – a 2% increase. Thus, the
effect of gravitational force on the performance of the
OHP is very insignificant.
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As β increases from 0D to 180D , the gravitational
acceleration decreases from +g to –g. As can be seen from
this comparison, at other condition being equal, there are
an increase of the amplitude and a decrease of the
frequency of the oscillation when β increases. The change
of amplitude of the liquid slug displacement is so small
but the phase is much more delayed as β increases. The
frequency of oscillation for the case of β = 180° is
decreased compared with that of the case with β = 0°.
Figure 3 (b) shows the comparison of left vapor plug
temperatures in five different orientations. Similar to the
trend on liquid slug displacement, there is a delay in the
phase of the vapor temperature with increasing β. The
frequency of the temperature oscillation is decreased as β
increasese. Comparison of the pressure variations of the
left vapor plug for five different orientation angles is
shown in Fig. 3 (c). It can be seen that the vapor plug
pressures in five different orientations exhibited the
similar trend as the vapor plug temperatures. Therefore,
one can conclude that as β increases, the frequencies of
displacement, vapor plug temperature and pressure
decrease, while the amplitude slightly increases.
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Figure 3 Comparison of the oscillations of different
inclination angles
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The effect of diameter on the performance of OHP is
studied next. Figure 5(a) shows the comparison of the
displacement for the cases of five different diameters. As
can be seen, at other condition being equal, there are an
apparent decrease of the amplitude and a increase of the
frequency of the oscillation when the inner diameter
decreases together. It can be seen that, the change of
amplitude of the liquid slug displacement is apparent and
the phase is much more advanced. The amplitude of
oscillation for the cases with d = 0.001 mm is decreased
compared with that of the case with d = 0.003m. Figure
5(b) shows the comparison of left vapor plug temperatures
for five different diameters. With increasing diameter, the
amplitude of temperature oscillation decreases and the
phase of oscillation advances. Figure 5(c) shows the
comparison of the pressure variations of the left vapor
plug in five different diameters. The vapor plug pressures
in five different orientations exhibited the similar trend as
the vapor plug temperatures.
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Figure 5 Comparison of the oscillations for different
inner diameters
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Capillary and gravitational effects on oscillatory flow and
heat transfer of an oscillating heat pipe are fully
investigated by comparing displacement of liquid slug,
temperature and pressure of vapor plugs, as well as latent
and sensible heat transfer. It is concluded that the effect of
surface tension on the oscillation can be neglected. The
gravitational force has more effect on the frequency of the
oscillation than the amplitude. The bottom-heating mode
operates most effectively. As the inner diameter of the OHP
increases, the heat transfer capability is improved.
NOMENCLATURE

(a) Sensible heat transfer

80

5. CONCLUSIONS

0.20

t (s)

(b) Latent heat transfer
Figure 6 Comparison of heat transfer for different
inner diameters
Figure 6(a) shows the comparison of latent heat transfer
for different inner diameters. The latent heat transfer
increases as the inner diameter increases. Figure 6(b)
shows the comparison of the sensible heat transfer for
different inner diameters of OHP. There is an increase of
the sensible heat transfer when the inner diameter
increases. Although increasing the inner diameter can
enhance the heat transfer, the inner diameter must be small
enough to ensure formation of liquid slugs in the OHP.

A
cp

area, m2
specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg-K

cv
d
hc
he
hlv
K
k
L
m
r
p
q p ,con

specific heat at constant volume, J/kg-K
diameter of the miniature channel, m
condensation heat transfer coefficient, W/m2evaporation heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-K
latent heat, J/kg
loss coefficient
thermal conductivity, W/m
length, m
mass of vapor plugs, kg
radius of the tube, m
vapor pressure, Pa
condensation heat transfer on a single particle, W

q p,eva

evaporation heat transfer on a single particle, W

Qcon , p total condensation heat transfer, W
Qeva , p total evaporation heat transfer, W
Qin , s ,l

sensible heat transfer into the liquid slug, W

Qout , s ,l
R
t
T
xp

sensible heat transfer from the liquid slug, W
gas constant, J/kg K
time, s
temperature, K
displacement of the liquid slug, m

Greek symbols
α
thermal diffusivity, m2/s
β
inclination angle, degree
θ
contact angle, degree
γ
ratio of specific heat
kinematic viscosity, m2/s
ν

ρ
σ
τ

density, kg/m3
surface tension, N/m
shear stress, N/m2
Subscripts
0
initial condition
1
left vapor plug
2
right vapor plug
condenser
c
evaporator
e
liquid
l
p
plug
vapor
v
the wall of the tube
w
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